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MINIMUM TT&C:  A KEY TO OPERATIONAL MILSATCOM
ENDURANCE

E. A. Weber
Division Manager

Military Space Systems
Science Applications, Inc.

101 Continental Blvd., Suite 310
El Segundo, California 90245

As the communication satellite technology has improved in recent years, the military
services have become increasingly dependent upon military, civilian and commercial
communication satellites for critical links among force elements. Satellite data links now
carry all types of traffic, ranging from AUTOVON voice links to emergency action
messages. Table I is only a partial listing of the intensive utilization of many different
satellite systems.

Because satellite communications provide such superior performance, many of the
traditional forms of long range communications have been allowed to deteriorate in an
irreversable sense. Thus, the military dependence on communication satellites is further
aggravated; “backup communications” has begun to mean the substitution of satellite
system “B” for satellite system “A” in the event of loss of capability. Long distance
ground communication systems have not been modernized and expanded to the point
where they can provide viable backup to the huge volume of communication satellite
traffic.

Since the communication satellites have acquired such a critical role in all phases of
military operations, it is obvious that their survival during periods of international
hostilities is of grave concern. In particular, the system survival, or “endurance” during the
general nuclear war trans-attack period and the post-attack period (e.g., six months
following the initial attack) is essential to the effective operation of the military forces.

The threats to the satellites are well known to readers of contemporary trade literature as
well as various military intelligence agencies. For many of these threats, the supporting
elements are softer than the satellite itself. Yet the preponderance of survivability efforts
sponsored by the government have been oriented toward satellite survivability.



Ground elements of the satellite system are subject to interference or damage by electronic
countermeasures, sabotage, or bomb blast overpressure. Many control sites are easy to jam
by either ships or aircraft (which can be moved into an interfering position without
attracting unusual attention). Many ground sites are composed to simple weapons and
explosives. Fixed sites now in use or being planned will not survive even moderate over-
pressure from a nearby nuclear burst.

In a general nuclear war, it is certain that satellite command, control and communication
facilities such as the Air Force Satellite Control Facility, the Remote Tracking Stations,
and similar NASA and commercial facilities will be targets of Soviet ICBMs. Yet in the
ensuing confusion, there is a modest probability that the satellites themselves will survive.
Thus, it appears useful to configure the systems to be less dependent on ground elements
so that the satellites can not only survive but also continue to function in the transattack
and post-attack environment.

The current operational philosophy for most satellite systems involves frequent contacts
for telemetry readout, tracking, and commanding (TT&C), in order to optimize
performance and to provide extensive diagnostics on any malfunctions. These contacts are
usually performed in conjunction with contacts for mission data readout in the case of the
various earth observation satellites. Many low-altitude satellites have multiple contacts per
day for data readout, system maintenance, diagnostics, and commanding. The Air Force
low-altitude meteorological satellite is an example. With two ground readout sites and one
command and control center each satellite is monitored an average o five to six times per
day for approximately five to twelve minutes per pass (limited because of the fixed
geometry of low-altitude satellite operations). However, synchronous satellites are always
in view of a ground tracking facility, so it is interesting to see how their contacts compare
with the low altitude systems.

Military communication satellites have become more complex with each succeeding
generation. The early Defense Communication Satellite was a relatively simple device for
relaying narrow band communications. Because of its simplicity, it requires only limited
ground TT&C support. Newer, more complex satellites incorporate north-south and east-
west station keeping to serve users with fixed antennas, multiple broad band antennas, and
multi-beam antennas which must be carefully pointed. These systems typically require 20-
to-25 station keeping maneuvers per year. Each maneuver is preceded by several tracking
operations and a careful review of several hundred telemetry points to ensure that all
subsystems are functional. Between station keeping maneuver operations, routine health
and status contacts are made at the rate of about one per day.

Extensive diagnostic capability is characteristic of the telemetry for most of the complex
satellites now in operation. The systems are designed so that a variety of parameters from



each of the subsystems may be monitored. The total number of parameters or telemetry
points to be monitored varies greatly from program to program. Some programs have 200
to 300 telemetry points while others have nearly 1000. There appears to be no consistent
correlation between the number of telemetry points and satellite function or any
operational features. Table II is a representative listing of parameters measured on a
propulsion system. It can be seen that knowledge of these parameters provides great
insight to the subsystem performance to the engineer or technician who has been trained in
the subsystem design and operation. However, all this data may not be required to
maintain an emergency operational capability.

In the trans-attack and post-attack environment, the command and control facilities (e.g.,
AFSCF) for controlling the military and civilian satellites cannot survive in total. Some
may survive with limited capacity while others will be destroyed. Thus, it appears
important to develop a new operational philosophy that is oriented toward the reduction of
the need for extensive TT&C functions.

It is both impractical and undesirable to eliminate the TT&C function even during the
trans-attack and post-attack environment. A residual capability for mission status
monitoring and selective emergency commanding or Satellite Safing must be preserved to
enable the government to continue to utilize the remaining assets. Without some status
monitoring, it may be difficult to know what capability actually remains in a satellite.
Selective commanding, to conserve power for example, is a capability that is necessary to
prevent catastrophic failures.

There are various approaches that can be taken to minimize the TT&C functions. If
minimal TT&C becomes a goal even in peacetime operations, then added satellite
complexity will result. The functions of orbit determination, emphemeris generation,
automatic station keeping, and parameter limits checking can be added to the satellite, but
only with significant increases in cost and complexity. However, there are substantial
benefits in long-term unattended operations, and operations by personnel with minimal
system training. Obviously there are a series of trades to be made on any particular
program.

This is not the approach advocated for extending MILSATCOM endurance in the trans-
attack and post-attack period. Rather, it is suggested that the MILSATCOMs will maintain
their status for long periods of time after an attack on Earth. These satellites will continue
to function adequately for six months or longer even if they gradually drift out of position.
The attitude control functions are fully automated, so this subsystem should be relatively
problem-free. In the electrical power subsystem, battery conditioning exercises are
performed to extend the lifetime; however, this would not be necessary for the system to 



endure for only six months. In general, it appears that the MILSATCOMs would continue
to operate unattended for extended periods of time in the absence of any ground support.

The principal reason for the TT&C function under these circumstances is to provide the
National Command Authority with information on the operational status of the satellites
(e.g., functioning channels, drift from nominal position) as well as to manage the remaining
system capability (e.g., switch off channels to conserve power). These status checking and
commanding functions could be accomplished with few if any modifications to the
satellite.

An essential element of this concept is a survivable ground terminal. Since major command
and control sites are expected to be destroyed, an alternate concept must be implemented.
Small, transportable terminals appear ideally suited to the purpose. They achieve survival
through a combination of proliferation and frequent repositioning. Easily packaged in a
standard 40 x 10-foot van, the terminals would be positioned at any one of a series of
presurveyed sites adjacent to primary or secondary roadways.

The design philosophy for the terminal is highly dependent on the functions of the user
may wish to perform. As indicated in Table III, as more and more functions are assigned to
the terminal, it becomes increasingly complex. The additional functions also make the
terminal more autonomous, i.e. , less dependent on support functions provided either by a
remote hardened site or by the satellite itself.

In the case of the MILSATCOMs, a simplified terminal appears adequate to perform the
minimal TT&C functions needed to sustain the satellites during the trans-attack and po-
attack environment. These minimal functions are listed in Table IV.

It is believed that operators can learn to perform those functions with modest training
(compared to that of a typical operator at one of the AFSCF Mission Control Complexes)
and computer assistance. Use of interactive display techniques would be particularly useful
in this application.

With the availability of the terminal to support any one of the MILSATCOMs, its capacity
could be expanded to support all of the MILSATCOMs, even though all of the system
interfaces are different. As indicated in Table V, each of the satellite systems have many
differences. With moderate familiarity with the MILSATCOM family, with a computer-
based instruction set and an interactive display, the operator should be able to learn to
perform the minimum essential TT&C functions for all satellites.

The management of this set of mobile ground terminals is a fairly complex task. Several
major factors included in resource management are listed in Table VI. The complexity is



not so much in the actual operation of the system of ground terminals as in the planning of
the design and operation to ensure that the system will function in the trans-attack and
post-attack environment. Several difficult problems must be resolved:

• Where conflicts in support arise, how does the crew decide which satellite has higher
priority?

• Does each terminal have the ability to communicate to the NCA? If so, how is the
communication managed?

• What provisions for logistics and security must be established in peacetime to ensure
survival in wartime (and possibly in the presence of a hostile remnant populace)?

• How, when, and by whom is the terminal activated?

Similar questions have been addressed by various government and industry organizations
for mobile command and control centers. Undoubted, planned solutions for those
applications would be valuable in formulating the design and operation of a mobile TT&C
system.

In summary, it appears that a mobile TT&C terminal operated by a small number of
crewmen who have received moderate training in the function and performance of all the
current MILSATCOM’s, could operate the satellite network as it gradually degrades
during the post-attack period. The principal objective of this terminal would be monitoring
the status of the satellite resources and preventing catastrophic system failures by utilizing
a relatively limited command set. Technology to implement their capability is well in hand.
It is believed that the mobile TT&C terminals would enable world-wide communications--
a very valuable asset--to survive for a greater period of time for a relatively minor increase
in the total system cost.



Table I.  Typical Military Use of Communication Satellites

Function Satellite

AUTOVON VOICE Various commercial satellites
supporting civilian telephone
links

Ship Command, Control
& Communications

FLTSATCOM

Tactical Command & 
Control

FLTSATCOM

METSAT Data Relay WESTAR

Emergency Action
Messages

AFSATCOM I

AFSCF Communication
with the RTS’s

DSCS II

Table II.  Representative Propulsion System Telemetry Measurements

Item Number of Measurements

Catalytic bed temperature
Propellant tank temperature
Propellant tank pressure
Latch valve assembly temperature
Propellant line temperature
Valve temperature
Latch valve position

16
4
4
4
2

16
6

TOTAL 52

 



Table III.  The Functions Must be Bounded

Support
Functions

• Mission Data
Processing

• Mission Data
Processing

• Mission Data
Processing

• Mission Data
Processing

• Mission Data
Handling

• Mission Data
Handling

• Mission Data
Handling

• Mission Data
Handling

• Communications
to NCA

• Communications
to NCA

• Communications
to NCA

• Communications
to NCA

• Emphemeris
Generation

• Emphemeris
Generation

• Emphemeris
Generation

• Emphemeris
Generation

• Tracking (Orbit
Determination)

• Tracking (Orbit
Determination)

• Tracking (Orbit
Determination)

• Tracking (Orbit
Determination)

TT&C
Terminal
Functions

• Telemetry
Processing

• Telemetry
Processing

• Telemetry
Processing

• Telemetry
Processing

• Command
Generation

• Command
Generation

• Command
Generation

• Command
Generation

Increasing Autonomy
and Complexity

Table IV.  Minimum Essential TT&C Function



Table V.  All System Interfaces are Different

• Encryption/Decryption
• Network Control

• Functions to be Performed
• Frequency of Operations
• Interfaces

• Telemetry
• Measurements
• Limits
• Minimum Buys

• Satellite Autonomy
• Mission Data

• T/M Interface
• Processing
• Routing

Table VI.  Mobile Ground Resource Management

• Scheduling
• Priorities
• Readiness
• Conflict Resolution
• Work Load

• Communications
• Data
• Voice
• Security
• Technical Control

• Site Selection
• Transmit and Setup/Tear Down Timing
• Logistics
• Security
• Terminal Activation

• SIOP/EAM
• Dedicated Link


